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compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

Contains bingo-friendly letter internal pattern -STH- 

QUESTIONS (Answers on page 2) 

Unscramble them from alphagrams and abridged definitions 

AEEEHSTT esthetic person [n -S] 

AAAGHNST type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines) [n -S] 

AAEHINST lack of strength [n -S] 

ACEHINST slender, lightly muscled person [n -S] 

ADEHPSTU pile of trash [n -S] 

EEEHSSST ability to receive sensation [n] 

AEEHISST ability to receive sensation [n -S] 

EEHISSST ability to receive sensation [n -SES, -ES] 

EEEHSSTT esthetic person [n] 

CEEHISTT conception of beauty [n -S] 

AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ER, -ES] 

AHIIMNST native of isthmus [n -S] 

DHIIMOST pertaining to isthmus (strip of land two larger land masses) [adj] 

AADEHMST to raise to top of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HIIKMNST to think wrongly [v -HOUGHT, -ING, -S] 

EHIMRSTW to throw errantly [v] 

HIMORSTW to throw errantly [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

EEHLOPST place liable to epidemic disease [n -S] 

AEHOPSTT heat applied to metal after welding [n -S] 

EHLOOPST hole for fence post [n -S] 

AEHINSST excessive energy [n] 
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ANSWERS 

AESTHETE AEEEHSTT esthete (esthetic person) [n -S] 

ASTHANGA AAAGHNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ASTHENIA AAEHINST lack of strength [n -S] 

ASTHENIC ACEHINST slender, lightly muscled person [n -S] 

DUSTHEAP ADEHPSTU pile of trash [n -S] 

ESTHESES EEEHSSST ESTHESIS, esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n] 

ESTHESIA AEEHISST ability to receive sensation [n -S] 

ESTHESIS EEHISSST esthesia (ability to receive sensation) [n -SES, -ES] 

ESTHETES EEEHSSTT ESTHETE, esthetic person [n] 

ESTHETIC CEEHISTT conception of beauty [n -S] 

GASTHAUS AAGHSSTU small hotel in Germany [n -ER, -ES] 

ISTHMIAN AHIIMNST native of isthmus [n -S] 

ISTHMOID DHIIMOST isthmic (pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses)) [adj] 

MASTHEAD AADEHMST to raise to top of mast [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISTHINK HIIKMNST to think wrongly [v -HOUGHT, ING, -S] 

MISTHREW EHIMRSTW MISTHROW, to throw errantly [v] 

MISTHROW HIMORSTW to throw errantly [v -REW, -N, ING, -S] 

PESTHOLE EEHLOPST place liable to epidemic disease [n -S] 

POSTHEAT AEHOPSTT heat applied to metal after welding [n -S] 

POSTHOLE EHLOOPST hole for fence post [n -S] 

STHENIAS AEHINSST STHENIA, excessive energy [n] 


